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Hillinger+Partner 

The management consulting Hillinger+Partner carried out an Is-Analysis with the 

potential customer in the fields marketing, product range and sales. Here we have 

diverse experiences with piping components and systems as valves, fittings, pipes, 

measurement- and control systems, pumps, semifinished products, hydraulics and 

pneumatics in plastic and metal in the main market segments gas- and water 

distribution, building technology and industry. The Is-Analysis can occur in a 

standardized form or according to an individually synchronized manner or in combination 

of both. 

The standardized form works with the aid of a prepared and onto the company adapted 

Excel file. In this case more than 200 criteria are collected, analyzed, checked for 

strengths and weaknesses, reflected with successful benchmarks in the market segment 

and created a comprehensive, virtually usable report. The individually synchronized way 

or the combination can analyze additional criteria more deeply according to the wishes of 

the customer, exactly localize already foreseen weak points, to elaborate solutions and 

to put them into action for the optimization of the strategies and processes together with 

the employees of the company. The external visual angle and the maxim of 

Hillinger+Partner are helpful at granting an especially high significance to the viewpoint 

of the customer. 

 

On the following page some questions / criterions to the Is-Analysis are exemplarily 

performed. 
 
 
 
 
 
We ask critical questions to reach an optimization of the efficiency in your company  
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Nr Questions  Answers 
  Firm name     
  Main market segments-ranking ,     
  Turnover firm totally in T€  consolidated.                  
  Turnover single product Nr1 in €                             
  Number of pieces single product Nr1                      
  Country ranking totally after turnover                      
  Organisation- diagramm enclose                              
  Turnover T largest  customer in T€                         
  Turnover main market segment Nr.1 in €                  

  
Who are the 3 most important competitors to the 
total program of the firm with market share in%     

  Which 3 main added-values your firm offers:     
  Which market share has the firm totally World     
  Which chances it gives in the own business       
  Which risks the own business includes                   
  Turnover growth in the last 3 years in% :     
  Turnover profitability in% :     
  Amount of products        
  Amount of customers        
  Marketing and sales costs in % of turnover              
  Expositions/event costs in % of turnover               
  Amount of visits all front office people /year            

  
You know what customers think over your 
business? From where?                                            

  
How many new customers have you won in the    
last year:                                                                    

  
Do You value the customers systematically after 
expense/yield:                                                           

  
Which turnover you have made in the last year 
with new products not elder as 3 years:                    

  

If your main products with the praising lie at 
100%  - at how much% lie tthen he 
corresponding prices of the main competitors?        

  Which measures you seize for a fair charging:      

  
How many advertisements you turned in which 
format in the last year worldwide:                              

  
Which measures you seize in a product new 
introduction:                                                      

  Is a brand politics fixed in the firm in writing:             
  How do you observe the competitors:                       

  
How do you judge the motivation of the front 
office people?                                                           

  
Which strengths has the own business vis-à-vis    
the competitors?                                                       
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